
                                                                  Open Justice 
 Purpose of open justice: 

Private  (1)  Less room for ↓ arbitrary power by the judge [David Syme v GM Holden] force for high judicial performance 

[A-G v Leveller Mag]. ‘Publicity is the very soul of justice. … It keeps the judge himself under trial’. 

(2) Check on the veracity of witnesses—more likely to be truthful if they have to testify in public, due to the fear of rebuttal. 

May induce unknown witnesses to come forward with relevant testimony [Gannett v DePasquale]. 

(3) Capable of benefiting the litigants: private reparation and public vindication—proclamation of the rightness/error to the 

community: transparency.  
 

Public 

(4) Community legal education [Richmond Newspapers v Virginia], and therapeutic effect—outlet for concern and hostility; 

permitting professional and public discussions/scrutiny/criticism of judicial process [Herald & Weekly v Magistrates’ Court of 

Victoria]—not undetected [Russell v Russell]; critical for preserving the rule of law and stability of society; free to criticise the 

courts and agitate for change [Ambard v A-G for Trinidad and Tobago]. 
 

Not to improve the judicial system, but transparency! Media concerned with means, not the effect, of outcomes. 

Australia’s reasoning of open justice is promoting public confidence in the courts (narrower concept)—principle, not rationale 

for its existence [Re Hogan; Ex parte West Australian Newspapers]. [Costs: privacy; embarrassment; financially; threats to 

security; negative impact on rehab; loss of presumption of innocence—furthered by internet (rapid dissemination)]. 

 

 Media supplements those who attend court proceedings [R v Davis] so only truly public if media publishes it [DPP v F] 

therefore needs to be newsworthy, still a ‘“necessary reductionism” in media reporting’ (time and space).  

o No greater right to attend courts than public [David Syme v GM-Holden]—but still special seating for media + facilities to 

take notes, but absolutely no right. Transcripts of proceedings (HCA) & judges interviewed. 

 

Common Law Exceptions to the Principle of Open Justice 

 Necessity for restricting open justice…when unacceptable consequences can be properly assumed to come [JF v LC of NSW]. 

 Conducting proceedings in camera—no one can see 

o Reporters permitted: circumstances—but can still request open justice if reasonable. 

(1) Control of public attendance—accommodation for essential attendees first [Ex parte Tubman; Re Lucas]; 

(2) Need for secrecy (trade secrets, secret processes/documents, confidentiality) [Scott v Scott]. 

(3) Concerning wards of the court and mentally ill persons—guard and protect may require excluding public [Scott]. 

(4) National security [Raybos v Jones]. (5)  Parens patriae role: court’s parental role over wards of the court (children). 

 

o Hardly no case of total non-disclosure of reasons, can disclose without destroying a secret [David Syme v GM-Holden]. 

o Power to close a court: superior (inherent jurisdiction) inferior (implied) [JF v Local Court of NSW] if no legislation. 

(1) Closure = exceptional [John Fairfax v Dist. C (NSW)]; (2) Judge’s discretion but on administration interests of justice—

Scott qualification: proceeding can be conducted in camera only if justice cannot otherwise be administered; 

(3) Onus to persuade court to exclude public rests on the one who wants to displace open justice [Scott v Scott]. 

 

 Concealing information gives the necessary confidentiality but still public right [R v Tait] e.g. names written down spoken. 

o Power to conceal information from those present in the courtroom  

→ Superior courts: general responsibility to make orders for concealment of identity & information [JF v LC of NSW]. 

→ Inferior courts: statute + implied powers to enable court to act effectively within its jurisdiction [Connelly v DPP]. 

o Needs to be necessary to secure the proper administration of justice [Rockett v Smith; Ex parte Smith]. 

o Concealing names of complainants and witnesses—court’s discretion, case by case basis [Rockett v Smith]—situations: 

Same situations as ‘in camera’ proceedings… 

(1) Blackmail charges: not for victims (who must’ve done something to instigate the blackmail) but because: 

(a) Blackmailer would have their way by disclosing the complainant’s name (blackmail includes threat). 

(b) ‘Keen public interest in getting blackmailers convicted and sentenced, and [tough to get] complainants to come 

forward [they’re protected]’ [R v Socialist Worker Printers]—proactive, not deterring—public int. = paramount. 

(2) Sexual servitude cases: analogous to blackmail cases re: deterrence and need for protection [R v Kwok].  

(3) Police informants/undercover police officer [Cain v Glass (No 2)]. National safety & security [Taylor v A-G (NZ)]. 

Witness reasonably fears for safety [Witness v Marsden]. Where a person would suffer psychiatric or psychological 

harm if identified, particularly if this prevents the defence of the action [TK v Aust. Red Cross Society]. 

But inconvenience and distress—insufficient basis for a pseudonym order [O’Shane v Burwood LC]. 

 

o Judge’s discretion to conceal other info, depending on risk of injustice + protecting trade secrets or technical information. 

o Voir dire—trial within a trial to determine the admissibility of evidence or witness’ competency or hostility; conducted 

with media but absence of jury. 



 Non-publication orders: to give effect to an order that proceedings be heard in camera; or in conjunction with an order, etc. 

o Power to make a non-publication order: unclear whether it would support an order forbidding the publication of information 

disclosed in open court [Raybos Aust v Jones]—HC refused to resolve issue, rather the validity of a non-publication order 

depends on the persons (if not present and not litigants, then beyond power); inferior courts even more limited. 

 

o Restriction needs to be necessary to secure proper administration of justice [Ex parte Queensland Law Society]. 

→ Applied strictly—‘essential’ [JF v Ryde LC]: ‘requires at least that there be identified some substantial detriment or 

risk of suppression of the information’ i.e. requires material [A-G v Nationwide News]. 

 

o “Proceedings” v “general” non-publication orders 

→ Jurisdiction: court may have to rely on inherent powers to make general NPOs—to suppress material before court, not 

just a broadcast of a television show [such as in the Underbelly case]. Necessary to secure a fair trial? 

→ Policy: 

− Proceedings: justice is required to be (a) administered (b) openly [Digital News Media v Mokbel]. 

− General: protection of court process and free speech/public’s right to know about matters within their interest. 

 

Statutory Exceptions to the Principle of Open Justice 

 Supplement common law; breach of legislative restriction is usually a statutory offence punishable by way of a 

fine/imprisonment or a contempt of court instead of or in addition to a statutory offence. 

o Commonwealth: HC, FC, FM’sC must generally proceed in open court, but power to deal in chambers [ss15, ss16 Judiciary 

Act 1903 (Cth); s13(2) FM Act 1999 (Cth)]—public or specified persons can be excluded from FC and FM’sC, prejudicial 

to the security of the Commonwealth [s17(4) FCA Act 1976].  

o NSW: members of the public and journalists can enter an area of the court open to the public [s6 Court Security Act 2005 

(NSW)]; committal and summary proceedings are to be in open court [ss56, 191 Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW)]. 

 

 Provisions to empower a court to close or to make non-publication orders in respect of coronial inquests, adoption proceedings, 

family law proceedings, proceedings involving children, proceedings for sexual offences and proceedings concerning terrorist 

activities or matters of national security—protecting complainants from stress and trauma. 

o Notifying a decision to derogate from open justice—need for mechanisms for recording suppression orders. 

o Challenging a decision to derogate from open justice—important to consider the forum where challenge is made. 

→ Right to oppose the making of an order before the magistrate or judge by whom it was made. 

→ Media not a necessary party if principle of open justice is ordered to be restricted, unless legislation; and still have a 

right to seek leave to be heard as a matter of natural justice [Re Bromfield]. 

− Timing of the hearing of the challenge, if granted, is discretionary [JF v Police Tribunal of NSW]. 

 

 Right to apply to superior court for relief 

o Media can seek injunctive/declaratory/prerogative relief in SC against an order, whether or not it is made a party to the 

proceeding and whether or not it is directly bound by the order [Nationwide News v DC of NSW]. 

o If court exceeded its jurisdiction, stranger can seek prerogative relief … simply to uphold the observance of the law [JF v 

Police Tribunal of NSW]. Or if special interest required: satisfied on any one of a number of grounds, including that the 

media has the principal role in disseminating information about the courts and has a special right to uphold freedom of 

access, or that publishers have a direct financial interest in having their journalists attend/report court proceedings, etc. 
 

 Right to lodge an appeal i.e. not application for prerogative relief—may not avail media if it can only be exercised by a party 

to the proceeding [Herald v County Court of Vic]. 
 

Uniform Approach to Non-Publication Orders 

 Harmonisation of suppression and non-publication orders: Court Suppression and Non-Publication Orders Act 2010 (NSW). 

o Not to interfere with court’s inherent powers [CSNPOA], or limit/affect the operation of other legislative provisions. 

o Distinction:  

→ Suppression orders: prohibit/restrict disclosure of info by publication (broader);  

→ Non-publication orders: prohibit/restrict publication (disseminate or provide access to the public or a section of the 

public by any means) of information, but prohibit/restrict disclosure (does not suppress). 

o Courts discretion must be purposed to safeguard the public interest in open justice [s6]. 

Usually dealing with info revealing the identity of/info about evidence given in proceedings before the court [s5]. 

Court may make such an order only if it is necessary to prevent prejudice to (i) the proper administration of justice; (ii) to 

the interests of Cth/State/Territory re:national security; to protect the safety of any person; to avoid causing undue 

distress/embarrassment to a party/witness involving an offence of a sexual nature (including indecency); or if it is necessary 

in the public interest to be made and that public interest significantly outweighs the public interest in open justice. 

o Order may be made anytime during or after proceedings have concluded.  

Period decided by court, no longer than reasonably necessary [s12]. 

Orders not limited in NSW, but outside jurisdictions must be specified and necessary to achieve its purpose [s11].  
 

 Offence if contravenes a suppression or non-publication order and is reckless as to whether the conduct constitutes a 

contravention. 



Open Justice and Juries 

Disclosure and publication of jury deliberations 

 Policy considerations—shouldn’t publish, even after trial: secrecy to the public & actual/potential jurors. 

o Secrecy ensures finality of jury verdicts as public cannot attack. 

o Freedom of debate for jurors to be full and frank, no pressure. 
  

 Common law position—jurors under solemn obligation of secrecy [A-G v New Statesman and Nation Publishing]. 

o Breach is ‘deplorable and dangerous’ [R v Armstrong], contempt (not a rule of law); interference with the administration 

of justice, also adversely affecting the quality of verdicts of future jurymen [A-G v New Statesman]. 
 

 Statutory position—s68A-s68B Jury Act 1977 (NSW). 

o ‘Jury deliberations’: statements made, opinions, arguments, etc. 

o NSW: blanket prohibition on soliciting information from, or harassing, a juror/former juror to obtain info re: jury. 

→ ‘Solicit’: natural and ordinary meaning, does not require harassment, pressure, persuasion; can be polite [R v Laws]. 

→ But courts, commissions of inquiry, DPP, police and Aust. Crime Commission is permitted for investigation or 

prosecution purposes, can solicit [s68A(4) Jury Act 1977 (NSW)]. 
 

 Jurors’ identification is protected by legislation [Re Mann; Re King]. 

o NSW: a person may not wilfully publish/broadcast any material or otherwise disclose any information which is likely to 

lead to the identification/address of a juror/former in a particular trial or inquest [s68 Jury Act] unless consent/we want to. 
 

                                                       Contempt of Court 
 Restraint on what media can publish. So jurors only look at evidence presented in court, not google. 

 Types of contempt—all contempt vindicate/acquit court’s authority: 

(1) Criminal contempt: interference with the due administration of justice [A-G v Leveller Magazine]. 

→ Object: maintain the integrity of the judicial process in the public interest, not about reputation of judge [A-G v Leveller 

Magazine]—punishes. 

(2) Civil contempt: disobedience to a judgement/order; or breach of an express/implied undertaking given to a court. 

→ Private benefits: compel obedience, not punish disobedience [Australian Consolidated Press v Morgan]. 
 

 Forums which are protected by the law of contempt 

o Unordinary courts: refer to legislation or if need be, look to body’s form, proceedings structure and affinity to general 

justice system [Civil Aviation Authority v ABC].  

o Ordinary courts (exercise judicial powers and functions are part of the administration of justice) 

→ But only courts of record can punish contempts [R v Forbes; Ex parte Bevan]; not of record require express statute. 

(power to fine/imprison for contempt or other criminal offences [Ex Parte Power; Re Devereaux]). 

− Superior courts: (i) superior courts of record—HCA & supreme courts [s5 HCA Act 1979]; (ii) superior courts of 

record of limited jurisdiction—Fed Court and Family Court [s5(2) FCA Act 1976; s21(2) Family Law Act 1975]. 

− Inferior courts: punish contempts committed in the face of the court, but not outside [Re Dunn; Re Aspinall]. 
 

 Who can be liable for contempt 

o Personally liable for refusing to disclose the identity of a source of information to the court. 

o Publishers of contemptuous material [Harkianakis v Skalkos]. 

→ Technically mean to be those involved in prep and all that, but really: not those with little control of actual content. 

Publisher (disseminates), editor (ultimate/overall control over the contents, unless personally unaware of the content—

[R v Odhams Press]), printer, distributor, journalist responsible for supply the information or for writing the article. 
 

→ Liability for broadcasting: radio/tv station (mens rea), producer (analogous to editor), independent production 

companies and their officers, reporters, presenters, etc. 
 

o Royal commissions and tribunal committing contempt of court 

→ Non-curial tribunals: commit if makes finding on same matters in issue in pending court action, generates prejudice. 

→ Royal commission: in exercise of prerogative powers—form a commission and even if validly formed, continuing. 

− Not merely because of co-incident court proceedings, but must have tendency to interfere with administration of 

justice [Victoria v Aust. Building Construction Employees]—investigating activities of certain persons and they 

end up being charged with criminal offences (but bound by rules of evidence therefore issue). 
 

 Three bodies can institute proceedings for criminal contempt (modifiable by legislation): (a) Attorney-General: Crown has 

ultimate responsibility for protecting the courts, due administration of justice and enforcing criminal law;  

(b) Private persons: most likely a litigant; but proceedings not concerned with private interests of litigants; (c) Court. 
 

 Mode and timing of trial 

o Criminal contempt only theoretically be tried on indictment before a jury, but practically by a judge/s [A-G (NSW) v JF]. 

o Only offence punishable at common law by summary process [Ahnee v DPP]—“unchecked criticism”? 

o S80 of the Constitution (Cth) requires that the “trial on indictment of any offence against any law of the Commonwealth 

shall be by jury”—HC rejected, tried summarily. 



Sub Judice Contempt 
 Actus reus 

(1) There must be a publication of material [R v Griffits; Ex parte A-G]; 

→ Within same jurisdiction of proceeding—where it was downloaded, not uploaded [Dow Jones v Gutrick]. 

Problematic if person responsible for publication does not reside within that jurisdiction. 

− “Multiple publication rule”—material is published each time it is downloaded: ongoing liability. 

 

→ Disseminators to disseminators to the public; in relation to media, a person who makes a statement to a journalist or 

news reporter—likely to publish it [A-G (NSW) v TCN]. 

→ ‘[Published] for as long as the material is accessible to the public’—AR = failure to act! [Her Majesty’s Advocate v 

William Beggs Opinion No 2]: obliges publisher to make continual checks on the status of a potential legal proceeding 

and to remove any offending material once proceedings become sub judice—onerous. 

− ‘Contempt when the court process is exposed to risk’ regardless of any actuality’ [Digital News Media v Mokbel]. 

− Jurors cannot inquire about trial matters, including consulting the internet [s68C Jury Act 1977 (NSW)]. 

♥ 

(2) The material must be published whilst proceedings are sub judice (“under a judge”); and 

→ If procedures have been commenced and are not completed [James v Robinson]. Distinguished proceedings: 

(a) Criminal proceedings: 

* Commencement: serving a presentment on Debs [R v Herald and Weekly Times] or arrest/warrant for arrest/ 

complaint laid—marks the time at which a court becomes seised of the case [R v Zorad]. 

* Concluded: acquittal and all appeals ended—except for re-trial: where an appellate court has ordered a new 

trial, restraints applicable to jury trials still apply—[contempt committable before new trial]” [DPP v Wran]. 
 

(b) Civil proceedings: 

* Commencement: writ, statement of claim or other initiating process. 

* Concluded: blurry [after judgement has been delivered, even if time for lodging an appeal has not yet elapsed, 

but majority so split—Ex parte Dawson: Re Australian Consolidated Press]. 
 

(c) Imminent proceedings 

* ‘Imminent’: not arrested or charged; manhunt, suspect being merely questioned. 

* Not sufficient to activate the law of sub judice contempt under the English common law. 
 

(d) Inactive proceedings 

* If settlement negotiations are continuing, proceedings ≠ dormant. Suspending rights for contempt (while 

negotiations are continuing) discourages settlements [A-G v Times Newspapers] 

♥ 

(3) The publication must have the requisite tendency to interfere with the administration of justice in those 

proceedings, needs to be proven by DPP—courts need to be satisfied BRD. 

→ Media not prohibited from publishing info, but may be subject to the constraints imposed by the law of contempt: 

− Refrain from an excessive application of the contempt of power [JF&S v McRae]. 

− Each finding of contempt restricts freedom of speech. 
 

→ Propositions about the operation of the tendency test 

(a) Courts look at the inherent nature or tendency of a publication, actual effect, no harm needed [Bell v Stewart]. 

(b) Material is assessed at the time it is published, not by reference to subsequent events—media may be liable for 

publishing a report which tends to prejudice jurors against an accused [R v Pacini; R v Saxon]. 

(c) Objective tendency: nature of the material published + circumstances at the time of the publication [A-G (NSW) 

v JF&S]. Courts consider the effects on a reasonable member of community [A-G (NSW) v JF&S]. 

(d) Archived material: taking down of articles needs to be necessary for the protection of the court’s processes. 

Unnecessary to prohibit future articles to be uploaded unless there is evidence of intention of future uploads re: 

the proceedings to entitle a judge to order [Digital News Media v Mokbel]. 
 

→ Proving tendency: limited value in assessing—difference between conditions under which the survey was conducted 

and the conditions that would prevail at the trial. Or just rely on own experience as counsel and judge. 

− Contemptuous publications: specific examples—citizens should have unhindered access to the courts for 

determination of disputes regarding their legal rights liabilities [A-G v Times]. 



 Mens rea 

o Intention to publish [McLeod v St Aubyn]. 

→ Assumption that publishers in media had intention. 

→ Disregard whether personal knowledge of the publication contents [St James’s Evening Post Case]. 

→ Relevant but not required: intention to interfere with administration of justice [JF v McRae] 

inconsistency with usual mens rea has its basis on historical grounds. 

→ Split on whether actus reus is required… 

− Must always have the requisite tendency—cannot divorce AR+MR [Prothonotary v Collins]; OR 

− Contempt if intention justified: where there is intention, irrespective of a definite tendency to interfere 

[Harkianakis v Skalkos]—generally irrelevant to the media ;) 

(1) Intention = admittance of belief of reasonable success—evidence of the fact. 

(2) Inchoate offence? (Preparatory acts + intent). 

 

→ And knowledge of proceedings [A-G (NSW) v TCN Channel Nine], even if mistakenly believed that proceedings had 

been completed [A-G (NSW) v Radio 2UE Sydney]. 

 

Defence of innocent publication? 

→ Publisher excused from liability for a contempt by publication upon proof that reasonable care was exercised to 

ascertain facts that would cause the publication to breach the sub judice rule. 

 

Objectives 

 To prohibit the publication of material which might prejudice a particular civil or criminal proceeding while that proceeding is 

pending; public interest in: protecting administration of justice v freedom of speech and of the press (balance). 
 

 Alternatives—but only sub judice contempt adequately protects the public interest in fair trials. 

o Examples: issuing in camera/suppression orders which prohibit publication of information about proceedings or 

information that might prejudice proceedings; adjourning proceedings until media publicity has abated, changing venue, 

may examine potential jurors, discharging jury, quashing a conviction…  

o Weight towards free speech, without sacrificing due administration of justice—liberal and lateral. 
 

 All citizens having unhindered access to courts re: their legal rights and liabilities [A-G v Times Newspapers]. 

 Aims to protect from interference/prejudice/bias: (a) trier of fact/sentencing authority; (b) the parties; (c) witnesses. 

 

Problem question: 

After the discovery of several bodies in the escarpment, police began searching for a serial killer in the Illawarra. This search 

attracted widespread media publicity. A big break in the case came when an English backpacker reported that he had hitched a ride 

with the driver of a Nissan Patrol four wheel drive who drove him to a remote part of the escarpment, but the backpacker escaped, 

and gave police a detailed description of a man. The police created a comfit picture of a suspect. The Local Rag online ran the 

picture on its front page on 7 May and on page 3 on 8 and 9 May. On 7 May the picture was accompanied by the  

headline “This is the escarpment killer: Have you seen him?”  

  

On 7 May the newspaper also ran an account of the backpacker’s experience “Brit Backpacker’s Brush With Butcher” On 9 May, 

acting on information from two neighbours who had seen the newspaper on these three occasions, police raided a South Coast home 

and arrested Lester Piggins. His Nissan Patrol was parked in the driveway. That afternoon he was charged with the abduction of the 

backpacker. At a press conference a police spokesperson advised that further investigations were being conducted, including forensic 

tests of clothes and other items belonging to Mr Piggins. On 10 May Local Rag online ran a front page story under the heading 

“Police Get Their Man”.  

The story reported that police had charged Mr Piggins with the abduction of the backpacker. It featured a photograph taken from 

behind a wire fence which showed a handcuffed man with a coat over his head being led by police from a building to a waiting 

police van. On 11 May it published a story on page 3 accompanied by a colour photograph of him cooking at a family barbeque and 

the headline “Escarpment Butcher.” #CONTEMPT On 12 May police charge Mr Piggins with three charges of murder related to 

the bodies discovered in the escarpment.  

 

a. The Attorney-General is contemplating bringing contempt proceedings against the Local Rag online. Advise Local Rag online. 

Screwed—photo and name! 
 

b. Mr Piggins is found guilty at first instance and Local Rag starts up a social media campaign saying that he should never be let 

out of jail. They publish documents and material excluded as evidence in the trial Mr Piggins is in the process of appealing his 

conviction. You are his barrister. What should you do next? Can’t publish as not all appeals have been heard yet. 
  

c. You, Mr Piggins’ barrister, just found out that during the trial, a number of jurors had gone to the crime scene themselves, looked 

up material about Nissan Patrols, and had set up a Facebook called Hating Lester Piggins. What do you do now? Identifying 

themselves is ok, but prejudice.  
  

d. A number of other people get on the Hating Lester Piggins Facebook and ‘name’ the jurors, who have disclosed who they are. Of 

course, the jurors are in NSW but it isn’t absolutely certain where the other people live.  
  

e. Snotty Farbuckle is a shock jock. He reveals during the trial that Lester had previously been found guilty of sexual assault and 

had only just been released from jail at the time of the murders. Contempt. 


